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Objectives

 To collate knowledge on the use of PLF technologies and digital tools 
(Tech) on small ruminant (SR) farming systems, at different points of 
the value chains

 To get insights in their uses for addressing animal welfare issues 
(Care) in a large spectrum of situations



Methodology
 An extensive literature review (SciRev) was carried out with previously identified 

relevant keywords, shared among partners

 All TechCare partners contributed to the SciRev using several search engines. They 
also provided a list of commercially available technologies with potential for animal 
welfare monitoring (sheep, goat and cattle) in their respective countries



Methodology

 Abstracts were downloaded using the Web of Science, for screening and 
interpretation

 Records entailing both aspects (TC papers) were retained and classified
according to type of technology, targeted welfare indicators, animal 
species, production type and farming system



Methodology

 Outcome =>

1) > 1000 abstracts were 
collected

2) A first reference Excel 
database was built 
(compiling 660 relevant 
records)

3) A final Core Excel 
database was retained 
(368 TC papers)



Methodology

 For which =>

- Full papers were 
uploaded in a Mendeley
Platform built for it 

- Analyses and 
interpretations were
made after extensive 
readings



Results

Progress in 
the number of 

articles



Results
 Image analysis (video camera) is the most quoted technology. GPS (used basically for animal 

geo-referencing), and accelerometry are second and third in the rank, followed by heart rate 
and ultrasonography

 Most frequent welfare issues are undernutrition and malnutrition (monitored by behavioural 
sensors); then, general or chronic fear, issues related to animal transport, and heat stress

 The range of available technologies is narrower for good housing, for which environmental 
sensors are often coupled with body thermal condition/emissions

 A narrow portfolio of technologies is available for detecting mastitis, lameness and 
endoparasites. However, this is counterbalanced by the higher levels of sensitivity of the 
devices used. 



Results
Example 1



Results Example 2 



Results

Facilitated by an automatic drafting weigh crate with electronic 
identification (EID) reader, thereby allowing individual ewe EID 
ear tags to be read and sheep sorted automatically. 



Results

Device easily attachable to the lamb that would reliably detect suckling episodes and report 
them wirelessly to a data collection point. 
Suckling is characterized by a rather simple and distinguished acceleration signature which 
makes it possible to detect the. An algorithm is proposed.



Conclusions

 Using PLF technologies and digital tools for monitoring and/or improving AWE 
issues in SR still in its infancy

 For a large proportion of works available in the literature, the AWE is not the 
priority

 However, a clear potential for developing promising solutions are identified for 
a large spectrum of situations (combining Tech and Care) and conditions

 Developing good and affordable Early Warning Systems must be the highest 
priority i.e. based on different interoperating sensors to effectively monitor 
welfare issues with different sources of information

 Further research is warranted to effectively match and test Tech and prioritised 
Care issues (among main ambitions of TechCare project). 
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